
A STORY OF JUSTIN AND MIRANDA

Miranda Kerr Kerr blimey: Miranda and Justin met at a fashion show in November (Image: Getty). Get the biggest celebs
stories by email.

The pair posed up for a picture, with Bieber looking rather pleased with himself next to Kerr who was dressed
in a raunchy green, jewel-encrusted corset. A source has told E News that Kerr and Bloom have continued to
have a cordial relationship since the scuffle in Ibiza. Advertisement Bieber has continued to taunt Bloom since
the altercation in Ibiza. TMZ released fuzzy cameraphone footage of Orlando approaching Justin and giving
him the light slap after the pair ran into each other at Ibiza nightclub and restaurant Cipriani. The Lord of the
Rings star was also apparently headed to the celebrations, but when he arrived Bieber's security insisted that
party organisers should keep Bloom from entering, according to Page Six. A source close to Bloom told The
Mirror a combination of wine at the restaurant and exhaustion from his recent trans-Atlantic trip were factors
that caused Bloom to lash out at the polarising pop star. She is very embarrassed about everything that has
gone on. Very quickly. Assuming the whole thing was consensual and we have no reason to believe otherwise
she was hardly a delicate flower, passively waiting to be plucked by Justin. The pop star simply captioned the
photo with an image of a crown fuelling rumours he DID hook up with the Australian model while she was
married to Orlando. Orlando is said to have been "wound up" by boasts from smug Justin that Miranda had
"vowed to make him a man. Get the biggest celebs stories by email Subscribe We will use your email address
only for the purpose of sending you newsletters. Follow Sophie on Twitter sophwilkinson Picture: Corbis.
Afterwards, I don't know if people were congratulating Orlando or trying to calm him down. Just like in
reports of that previous brawl between James Packer and David Gyngell over the model, Miranda is being
treated like a voiceless bystander to her own sex life. After posting then removing a photograph of bikini-clad
Kerr and a photograph which hasn't been removed of Bloom looking sad, Bieber reportedly also banned the
actor from a birthday party. The pair were also captured rowing outside the Cipriani restaurant in Ibiza in a
separate video scroll down. And the fact that he was with Selena made it all the more fundamental that he got
out of there, sharpish. What a show! According to TMZ. She was reportedly adamant at the time too, which
throws into question exactly WHY her ex Orlando Bloom - who she was with at the time - got so angry on
Tuesday night. The Pirates of the Caribbean actor was filmed rowing with pop brat Bieber in Ibiza, before
throwing a punch at him in the trendy Cirpriani restaurant. He promptly deleted the picture below from his
Instagram page. Please see our Privacy Notice for details of your data protection rights Thank you for
subscribingWe have more newsletters Show me See our privacy notice Could not subscribe, try again
laterInvalid Email Their friendship was said to be the cause of an infamous bust up between Justin Bieber and
Orlando Bloom. When Orlando punched Bieber, everyone started clapping. Please see our Privacy Notice for
details of your data protection rights Thank you for subscribingWe have more newsletters Show me See our
privacy notice Could not subscribe, try again laterInvalid Email Miranda Kerr has always denied sleeping with
Justin Bieber and slammed the claims way back in , when the pair were rumoured to have hooked up
following her Victoria's Secret fashion show. Especially if he was cheated on we say 'if', if any lawyers are
checking this. Later Bieber posted a sexy picture of Miranda on his Instagram account. It was amazing. They
have a three-year-old son together, Flynn. We're testing a new site: This content is coming soon The
Hollywood actor , wearing a white shirt, can be seen making his way over to the singer's entourage before
leaning over to take a swing at him with his right arm see the video above. But upon hearing that Miranda - 12
years his senior - was en route, he made a quick exit, taking Selena with him. People were shouting, "What a
show! After the reported fight, Justin mocked rival Bloom by posting a picture of his ex-wife on Instagram.
The 'Beauty and the Beat 'singer met Kerr backstage at a Victoria's Secret show in , and later claimed the
model said she wanted to "make him a man", according to The Mirror. Sex is or at least should be a mutual
decision, and it's certainly not Miranda's ex-husband's job to police what her former hook ups may or may not
have done with her. Justin and Orlando fighting. At the time of the alleged hookup, Justin was 19 and Miranda
was  Bloom, 37, and Kerr, 31, split up late in , one year after rumours circulated of her alleged relationship
with the young singer.


